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Lighting Each Other’s Path 

The 2013 PASPAC ASSEMBLY 
By Fr. Gwen Barde, C.P 

 
 

 
It was over two years past, but the effects of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster were felt so 
current even through the sedate stretches of farms in southern Japan.  On October 14-20, 2013, 
the Passionist Asia Pacific Configuration leaders, formation and finance personnel, and other 
delegates gathered at the Passionist Retreat house in the quiet city of Munakata in Fukuoka.  

 
The assembly theme: “Helping one another to light each of our paths.”  While it directs the 
promise and commitment for collaboration among Passionist entities in Asia and the Pacific, 
the theme encapsulates how we share and are similarly affected by any predicament besetting 
a sister entity, like the nuclear catastrophe in Japan and, two days into the assembly, the strong 
earthquake ravaging central Philippines.  In such a fast week, over a heavily work-oriented 
gathering, we were strengthened by each other’s empathy—an even more solidified 
configuration journeyed in greater lights and hopes. 
 



Fr. Paul Matsumoto, CP, provincial superior of the Japanese Martyrs Vice-Province (MAIAP), 
with his fellow Japanese Passionists welcomed the delegates from the five other entities and 

 
two missions making alive the PASPAC Configuration.  Fr. Tomy Kanjirathinkal, CP led our 
delegate brothers from St. Thomas Vice-Province (THOM, India); the Queen of Peace Province 
(REPAC, Indonesia) headed by Fr. Nikodemus Jimbun, CP; the Korean Martyrs Province 
(MACOR, Korea) headed by Fr. Peter Shin, CP; the Holy Spirit Province (SPIR: Australia, New 
Zealand, Papua New Guinea) headed by Fr. Thomas McDonough, CP; the Passion of Christ 

 
Province (PASS, Philippines) headed by Fr. Apolinario Plaza, CP; the Chinese Mission headed by 
Fr. Martin Coffey, CP; and the Vietnamese Mission headed by Fr. Jefferies Foale, CP.  

 
Brother Laurence Finn, CP, PASPAC president, opened the assembly highlighting the well 
animated collaboration within the PASPAC configuration.  He acknowledged the presence of Fr. 
Sabinus Lohin, CP, general consultor and representative of the Superior General.  Brother 
Laurence then introduced Fr. Brian Traynor, CP as the assembly’s moderator.  Fr. Brian led the 
plenary into an awareness of cultural differences that are crucial to the dynamics of the 



assembly.  He then invited each delegate to go to his respective commission either PERSONNEL 
or FORMATION or FINANCE. 

 
The Formation Commission dwelt largely on evaluating and making proposals for the 
International House of Formation.  A brainstorming for a possible PASPAC Configuration 
professional standards document was also initiated.  The Commission also proposed concrete 
moves and programs to strengthen collaboration in terms of seminary and lay formation in the 
Passionist spirituality and charism. 

 
The Finance Commission spent its work time on finance control documents, approval of budget, 
and centralization of mission appeals. 

 
The Personnel Commission worked on a handful of priorities in the configuration in terms of 
possible concrete collaboration.  The commission tackled the need to commit for common 
resources in support of the China Mission through solidarity with the Korean province.  There is 
also the pressing need to maintain the Passionist presence in Japan in solidarity with our 



brothers in the Japanese MAIAP Province.  The commission likewise considered the great 
financial demand initial formation makes upon many of the PASPAC entities and so the need to 
help one another in providing a sound and equitable financial base for formation.   

 
The commission also looked at the growing need to ensure a continuing number of religious be 
given opportunities for tertiary education enabling the religious to be a resource in their own 
entity across PASPAC. 

 
The tight work times spent by each commission yielded impressive and promising visions and 
proposals for the configuration.  Other achievements of the assembly were the approval of the 
PASPAC statutes, the commitment of each entity to contribute for the PASPAC fund, and the 
election of PASPAC officers.   

 
Elected were Brother Laurence Finn, CP (center) as PASPAC President; Fr. Peter Shin, CP (right) 
as PASPAC Vice-President; and Fr. Christopher Akiatan, CP (left) as Executive Secretary. 
 



 
 
The assembly was heavily work-oriented.  But it was made smooth and was more of a brotherly 
affair by the congenial hosting of our Japanese brethren, the irresistible sushi and sake, the  

 



 
 
tours to the enchanting Shinto shrines, the evening drinks, and the moving morning and 
evening liturgies.   



 
The final day of the assembly was on October 19, the feast of our founder, St. Paul of the Cross.  
Deep inside each of the delegate’s heart lies the question:  “What would St. Paul of the Cross 
say to these steps trod by the congregation he established nearly three hundred years ago?” 
 

 
Above all, it was about the enduring call of the Cross.  An SVD missionary from Korea, Fr. Odilon 
Kim, shared about his missionary life in Japan.  He raised his biggest personal question: “How 
am I living this mission in a land which shows disinterest in such a mission?”  And yet, he 
believes he is doing God’s works no matter how uncertain missionary life is in Japan.  These 
musings are shared by our Japanese Passionists.  There are many questions to be asked about 
their religious life in Japan.  But they just move on.  With hands from other PASPAC entities 
reaching out to them, no uncertainty is actually dark so long as we help light each of our paths.  
No catastrophe as devastating as the Fukushima radiation and the earthquake and Haiyan 
(Yolanda) super-typhoon could dissuade us to move on.   
 

 
 
The journey continues, the 2016 PASPAC assembly will be in culturally-rich Indonesia. 


